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Abstract
 One of my pleasures in reading the novels and poems of D. H. Lawrence ?????-
????? is explained by a strong wish to discover their source in his letters. This is rooted in 
the first impulse I felt twenty years ago when I saw what I later discovered were various 
letters from each stage of his writing career. From that moment on, part of the incentive to 
read Lawrence was to find the source of his major works or to hear his own voices in his 
letters. Of course, I came across these especially in the Penguin Version by Aldous Huxley 
?????-????? and in the Heinemann Edition by Harry T. Moore ?????-?????. The 
publication of these letters of D. H. Lawrence was undoubtedly one of the most parallel 
in the literature of the world for the honesty and completeness with which they disclose 
the personality of their writer. But my satisfaction was qualified because everything in a 
selected format depended on the editor?s choice of material. When I read such selections, 
I was, so to speak, in the realm of editorial intentions. However, when I read his letters in 
the Cambridge Edition ?vol. ?-?, ????-?????, nothing came between me and the writer, 
that is, even the complicated editorial apparatus only served, paradoxically, to make the 
intimacy between reader and writer possible and easier. The Cambridge Edition consti-
tuted a major new literary work and provided more than a context for his creativity. They 
are indeed an exemplary expression of that creativity. The significance of his epistolary 
skills, then, is assumed by virtually every commentator on his writings. Yet rarely is the 
nature of those skills analysed or even illustrated by extensive quotations. So I give the 




























I can read Lawrence as he is. In this paper, my topic will begin with some appreciation of 
this Cambridge collection of Lawrence?s letters and mainly deal with significant letters in 
his middle and later writing careers in relation to his way of living and dying.
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